What kind of plant do I have?

Plants and animals go together

Native Plants
A Native plant is a plant that has been growing naturally in an environment for a very long time. Because of that it fits into the ecology of that environment. Supporting and being supported by the other native organisms in that environment.

What are 2 things that plants make that we can’t live without?

Some plants have flowers
Some plants have cones
Some plants have neither
What do we call these different types of plants?

Smooth
Lobbed
Toothed
What is This?

= Types of leaf edges

“Estimate” the height of your Plant

About 2/3 of 43 inches = 28-3/4 inches 72.6 cm
Add Jesse’s height = 43 inches 109. cm
The plant is about = 71-3/4 inches 181.6 cm

Elderberry (native plant)

Jesse

43 inches 109 cm

Flannelbush (native plant)

Raquan

Leaves
Twig

Branch/Stem

seeds

Trunk/Main Stem

Roots

Tree

Grass

Fern or Moss (never have flowers)
Annual Herb (dies back every year)
Perinneal Herb (almost or never dies back)
Bush or Shrub (woody stems)
Tree (usually a wood main stem/trunk and branches)